1) Mandinka vowels are a, e, i, o, u.
   Mandinka is a phonetic language, these sounds don’t change like in English.

2) The vowels are either short or long:
   (“a” in “kanoo”, but “aa” in “kaanoo”)

3) In a single Mandinka word there is always a consonant between two different vowels.
   Specially note the semiwovels “v” and “x”.

4) Remember the differences between English and Mandinka consonants: Mandinka has two “new” consonants, ƞ and ŋ.
   The “missing” consonants are: g, q, v, x, z:
   “Nįŋ bankoo too mu Kambiya le ti”

5) The only double consonants are: ll, mm, nn

6) The only accepted digraphs are:
   mb mf np nc nd nj nk ns nt nŋ ng

7) High or low pitch is marked only for certain pronouns, so “wuloo” means either “dog” or “bush”.

8) Write also the short “small” words separately.
   These are pronouns, conjunctions, connections, particles and helping (auxiliary) words

9) There are some suffixes as well: -bali, -lu, -yaa, -ta
   They are written together with the main word.

10) In Mandinka text each word should be written as it were there all alone!
    However, in spoken language certain phrases can omit the words (specially pronouns) and change the sounds.
    Make sure, that you have written all the pronouns and then check the spelling of the surrounding words.

12) Likewise you write the combined words as you hear them. The words on the left are not combined words.

13) Know the few words with the hyphen. Note the one-word verbs without hyphen like “sukusuku, kisikisi!”